FEATURES
Emily Mark-FitzGerald asks what is left out in the current trend for Colourising Photographs (p.14) • April Yee interviews Richard Ovenden head of the Bodleian Library about why they are collecting photography (p.18) • Monty Rakusen talks about being an Industrial Photographer (p.26)

COLUMNS
Joseph McBrinn (p.12) • Orla Fitzpatrick (p.24) • Colin Pantall (p.82) • James Downs (p.86)

LEGACY

BOOKS
War Photography • Photography of Protest and Community • Geoffrey Batchen • Christ in Contemporary Photography • Allan Sekula • Geoff Dyer • Carol Mavor • Moyra Davey • Paul Nougé and more

Elena Helfrecht (p.30)
National Folklore Collection (p.40)

Ori Gersht (p.50)